
FLEET MANAGEMENT

EROAD HISTORICAL DAILY FLEET ACTIVITY

KEY BENEFITS
Best data Provides a complete historical 
record of daily vehicle activity so you can 
ensure trips are completed on schedule, 
work is completed to time, and vehicles are 
at the correct location

Meet customer service levels Provides 
a PDF record of vehicle activity that is 
available to share with customers as a 
proof of work completion to assure them 
that SLAs are being met

Minimize risk A highly accurate and 
reliable record of vehicle activity in case 
of disputes resolution with a customer or 
third party such as a port or airport

EROAD Historical Daily Fleet Activity report provides 
a complete record of daily vehicle activity to help 
you monitor fleet activity and meet agreed customer 
service levels

Improve customer confidence
Managing a fleet of vehicles is an exercise in 
consistently maximizing the value of work undertaken, 
day in, day out. Historical Daily Fleet Activity report 
provides a detailed record of vehicle events, allowing 
you to monitor and optimize work completed. It also 
provides a reliable record of activity which can be used 
to provide customers with proof that the job has been 
accomplished.

A map view of the journey alongside a list of significant 
events allows you to walk through previous day’s 
trips from first ignition on to ignition off to support 
investigation of enquiries into a vehicle’s activity.



See www.eroad.com/us/products, or call 1-855-50-EROAD for more information.

One end-to-end solution
EROAD truly delivers a best-in-class, advanced fleet reporting solution on a single platform using in-house 
expertise to build the best electronic fleet solution available on the market. 

EROAD puts everything at your fingertips, saving you time and effort at every turn. You can rely on EROAD’s 
powerful set of tools to take control of your tax, compliance, and operational performance – including an FMCSA-
compliant ELD, creating a safer work environment for your drivers, and making it easier and faster to accurately 
track, manage, and share hours of service.

EROAD. Confidence in every mile.

EROAD HISTORICAL DAILY FLEET ACTIVITY

KEY FEATURES
 › Click through driving events in a vehicle’s 

day to recreate the day’s activity

 › Ability to export PDF view of equipment 
activity available, providing proof of 
activity, input into billing and operator 
feedback or coaching

 › Complete event-by-event view of 
asset and auxiliary equipment activity, 
including the ability to filter and view 
equipment ‘On’ and ‘Off’ events


